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Developing Minds Child Center . Where should I start? After several visits to other centers or daycare in 
the area this was by far the best decision I could have made with the care of my son. My son started at 
developing minds at 7 months old and needless to say he is now 5 years old and still attending. With the 
young age of 7 months it’s hard to leave your little one. Ms. Tia Jones and her awesome team have 
cared for my son as if he was their own every member I’ve encountered from his transition from infant 
toddler and now pre k have been very attentive to my needs and the wellbeing of my son I have 
developed bonds and friendships with the staff that I’m forever grateful for. Academically speaking I 
know that Brian has received more than I expected I have two adult children who attending daycare 
many years ago and the level of advancement with Brian is an understatement he was counting to 100 
he was reciting his name the correct spelling he was able to recognize as well as spell a wide variety of 
site words they have explored several foreign languages his  cognitive development by the age of 3 was 
certainly more than his peers that I know personally didn’t attend a center as great as developing minds 
they prepare the children for any school setting there after I’m confident that the foundation of 
manners behavior culture and academics that my son has received at developing minds will certainly set 
the path for a future full of success in his years to come starting with elementary middle high school and 
college. I highly recommend this school for anyone looking for a family oriented compassionate school 
preparatory center you will be more than satisfied and will be writing a similar review for the next family 
looking for a home for their children to be happy. 
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